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About This Game

The week you spend in Japan will certainly be memorable!!!

Get a taste of the foreign travel offered by printed guidebooks.
Enjoy a tour around Japan from the comfort of your own home!

As the game's protagonist, you'll travel to famous Japanese sightseeing spots in the company of a pair of beautiful young sisters.
The girls will describe the spots, take you out to dinner, and grow closer to you throughout your travels.

The thrill of taking a trip through Japan with pretty girls is the experience offered by this "Guide Game" -- a guidebook in game
format!

Beautiful Tour Guides!!

Famous Japanese Sightseeing Spots!!

Delicious Japanese Dishes!!

*In order to unlock achievements, you will need the 2016 version DLC.
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Title: Go! Go! Nippon! ~My First Trip to Japan~
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
OVERDRIVE
Publisher:
MangaGamer
Release Date: 30 Sep, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7

Processor: Pentium 4 1.4GHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: 64MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 400 MB available space

English,Japanese
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Można nasrać na to a i tak poziom nie spadnie. My\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665was hard during the entire
gameplay start to finish. completely recommend, when I was stopping thier juices from flowing, mine were only beginning to
flow. Amazing, short, recieved on sale for 10% of the total price, which was definitely worth for the gameplay being so short,
seeing as almost every mission ends with 3 stars. Man, I must really be a good fake doctor. After playing this game, I am
definitely putting it on my resume. 10\/10 must finish with all achievements.. Decent game Althought not sure if made this way
there is no scaling so if you build full ATK (attack) you'll have a rough start a bit but there is no penalties, just go explore and
don't do quest kill thing while doing small hunting quests and gathering quests once you start one shoting things that is it you can
one shot things all the way up till the last monster note to add you can be invincible if you use skills and max out the skills bar to
100 which in turn gives you a defense buff that makes your opponent miss every time 100% of the time to include boss fights
and there is no cooldown with this feature you can continuously stack this buff and it will never go away so essentialy you are
god mode the skill also does basic damage. So if you're building ATK then it will do the damage you do in a basic attack so it
won't take long to kill something. the final boss i could 2 shot. ALSO to mention when you go on the final quest the game ends
SAVE THE GAME BEFORE GOING ON THIS QUEST it will boot you to main menu forcing you to lose all data if you did
NOT save recently and you will have to continue from the last place you saved all in all skipping scenes to the best of my
abilities i completed this game in under 2 hours maybe even way less then that but I've put a extra 2-3 hours into this game to
find anything hidden or to trigger and event but i cant seem to find anything.. I just want to turn off the auto shot.
Like clicking the aims..... The game concept is interesting but gameplay is really slow.
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El Matador is a violently ugly but straightforward third-person shooter that carries various familiar elements from similar
games without subtly or shame. There's many instances where it however improves these elements while not attempting to be a
masterpiece. It's a sometimes challenging game with sometimes oddly crafted ideas that either makes it comparable or no
different to certain third-person shooter games. The story follows a protagonist who neither feels fully effective or distant as the
other characters from audiences. He's merely an agent, a seemingly cold one, with a simple mission that immediately spirals
uncontrollably and leads him into more endangerment than previously given.

The game offers some excitement but also some downfalls that include a short story and overall experience with no exceeding
replay value. It's a shame because it's a hidden gem that includes beautiful immersible landscape, believable acting, and
surprises that players wouldn't expect. But despite those concerns, it's an enjoyably intense game that deserves a try with no high
expectations or further demands.

El Matador is fantástico!. If you have nothing to do.... The second installment for the game...however this is weird: It's got more
a gameboy type of gameplay with the keys (which you can't assign). Still the achievements are there and they are plenty.

The only reason I'm recommending this is basically 2 reasons:
1) Achievements for just screwing around in the game
2) It's a break from other online games which can get toxic after a while.

If you have the money to buy this on sale, then do that rather.. looks nice but actually i didnt understand. This is a highly
entertaining little soccer game, and a fantastic 4-player couch co-option for a group of friends. The controls can feel a tad
wonky and delayed at times, but it's not a significant detractor from what is, overall, supposed to be very light hearted and a bit
ridiculous. You can usually pick this up in a bundle or heavily discounted from its already low price of $5, and I strongly suggest
you do.. Very good, underrated game. Would recommend to anyone that has friends. Just buy a 5 pack and gift it to ya buddies
and have a jolly good time.. Really good for the price: better than I was expecting. Simplistic, but aren't most rogue-likes?.
Whats up with bad reviews which was given by people who spent less than 0.1 hours on the program? dafuq.
Anyways, the program is quite great compared to the price.. The World Best Game and more better than Call of Duty. And my
favorite person on the episodes is KennyS! He is the best sniper shooter in CS:GO I am going to do what he does on CS:GO.
You can add custom resources to this, ignore that other review.
VERY useful program, highly recommended! Very easy to use and there are already tons of 'parts' out there on the net to import
for use here. If you liked the demo, this is just a more convenient shined up version of it.
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